One of the effects of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and the subsequent power disruptions was an increased demand for electricity. As a result, there have been societal efforts to reduce electricity usage and to provide electrical power more equitably. Private power generation by a fuel cell cogeneration system (FCCGS) recently proposed for home use is expected to advance the efficient utilization of primary energy sources and contribute to energy conservation. In this paper, we present the results of a case study on peak electricity demand by modeling the district served by the Tohoku Electric Power Company. The study analyzes the effects on peak power demand if residences in the district were equipped with FCCGSs. For this study, we assume that the FCCGSs are installed in groups of 100,000 units. The groups are composed of FCCGS units with different rated outputs whose hours of operation throughout the day are distributed among the groups. Power supply, primary energy consumption, and CO 2 emission amounts both before and after the installation of FCCGSs are recorded in order to quantify the cut in peak demand for electricity. The results of the study demonstrate that peak demand can be cut if FCCGSs are installed in 5% or less (in winter) and about 25% (in summer) of all the private residences in the district served by Tohoku Electric Power Company
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